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The value of interdisciplinary collaboration
In our case,

John - Computer Science
James - Mathematics
David - Physiology

Broad coverage was probably why the project was awarded the latest grant!

NEW: Enhanced computation for model building, simulation and visualisation.



Some (biology) background…
• Calcium signaling occurs within the cells of the parotid gland 

which is responsible for the production of saliva.

• David’s lab has recently acquired in-vivo microscopy capabilities. 
Fully intact live cells in functional gland!

• Extracted information used for direct analysis and in building 
mathematical models for simulation.

But in this presentation, image stack processing only.



512 x 512 pixels per image,
up to 20 images per second,

for 30 or more seconds.

Each experiment run typically produces 4 
image stacks.

Microscopy image stacks 

Problem:
The image stacks from a single 
experiment easily consume over 1GB of 
storage and analysis of the data from a 
single experiment took several weeks.

A typical unprocessed image stack:

20𝜇m

Calcium fluoresces in regions-of-interest.



Goal: 
A custom computational workflow designed to semi-automate 
region-of-interest determination, data processing and analysis.

Software toolset
• A collection of Jupyter lab notebooks
• Python (computation) and Matplotlib (visualisation)
• Python scientific code libraries (extensive!)



Pre-processing
• Image stabilisation

Analysis
• Image noise reduction
• Region of interest determination
• Calcium plots (many!)
• Summary plots

Post-processing
• Frequency analysis
• Peak counting
• Movie making

Lab notebook organisation



Jupyter notebooks: Code hiding, context sensitive GUI user interface



Notebooks: Code hiding, context sensitive GUI user interface



Analysis notebook: Region of interest determination



Analysis notebook: Region of interest determination



Analysis notebook: Region of interest determination



Analysis notebook: Region of interest determination



Analysis notebook: Region of interest determination



Analysis notebook: Calcium plots – all pixels & average per region



Analysis notebook: Calcium plots – Summary per region



Post-processing notebook: Frequency analysis



Post-processing notebook: Frequency analysis

çç



Post-processing notebook: Frequency analysis



Post-processing notebook: Peak counting



Post-processing notebook: Peak counting



Post-processing: Video clip

5 Hz stimulation

5 Hz, 12 sec

Ca2+ signals induced by neural stimulation



Problem solved!

• The notebooks are used by lab staff in a “cookbook” like fashion 
with very little training required.

• Initial analysis of an experiment can now be done in under 
twenty minutes. 

• Naming conventions and file organisation structures reduce 
data handling complexity.  



• Our computational notebooks are publicly hosted on GitHub* 
under a GPL 3 license.

• Reproduceable results, transparency.

• Encouraged by our funding agency.

• It can be personally rewarding to share ideas!

* https://github.com/jrugis/plot_apical

Our research and Open Science



Special thanks to: Centre for e-Research, University of Auckland
New Zealand eScience Infrastructure (NeSI)

Physiology laboratory               + Mathematical modelling                + Computation and visualisation

In summary…


